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Worksheet 5: 

Fill in the blanks with the proper word from the word bank. Some 

words are repeated for better understanding. 

 

 

1. I love it when my boyfriend ______________ at me because I 

know it is him showing me affection. 

2. The police officer ______________ her to her car because she 

did not want to walk all that way alone at night. 

3. We think the deers were ______________ us because 

everytime we looked behind us they were there. 

4. We always try to avoid any shopping center right before 

Christmas because of all of the people ______________. 

5. Can someone please teach me how to ______________? Every 

time I try, I close both of my eyes. 

wink         freckles    magnificent    accompany      trailing      bustling         

cautious    winks       freckle           accompanied    trailed      bustle 
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6. It was so embarrassing: my brother had to ______________ me 

to my best friend’s birthday party. 

7. Sherley has one single ______________ at the tip of her nose, 

but there are no other spots anywhere on her body. 

8. “What a ______________ story,” Helen said aloud after she 

finished a new adventure story. “That was amazing.” 

9. I wonder how many people prefer ______________ versus 

having not spots. 

10. You kids need to ______________ if we are going to leave 

and make it to the movie on time. 

11. We were helmets while we ride bicycles because it is the 

______________ thing to do. 

12. The team ______________ behind the other team so they 

could cheat and make it to the end faster than them.  
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Answer Key 
 

 

 

 

 

Worksheet 5 

1. winks 

2. accompanied 

3. trailing 

4. bustling 

5. wink 

6. accompany 

7. freckle 

8. magnificent 

9. freckle 

10. bustle 

11. cautious 

12. trailed  


